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The dictator’s untrammelled influence has given him delusions of righteousness. Our 
democratic world must challenge him or be crushed

WAR IN UKRAINE

Putin has systematically destroyed the checks and balances that once existed in Russia
MATTHEW STOCKMAN/GETTY IMAGES
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In June 2005, during a US business delegation visit to St Petersburg, President

Putin noticed a diamond Super Bowl ring that Robert Kraft, owner of New

England Patriots football team, was wearing. He asked to see it, tried it on, and

said: “I could kill someone with this.” He then, allegedly, put it in his pocket and

abruptly left the room.

Three months later, while visiting the Guggenheim Museum in New York, the

curators took an exhibition piece — a glass replica of a Kalashnikov gun filled

with vodka — from a display case. According to his biographer, Masha Gessen,

Putin nodded to one of his guards, who simply reached over and pocketed the

piece.

Such minor thievery pales into insignificance in comparison with the use of

radioactive and chemical weapons on UK soil to cause as painful a death as

possible to perceived betrayers such as Alexander Litvinenko and Sergei Skripal,

not to mention unleashing an unprovoked war in Europe.

Putin is a self-described thug who, according to one biographer, took pleasure in

describing the street fights of his youth and emphasising his aggression,

vengefulness and diUculty controlling his temper. This core personality found a

congenial home in the KGB serving his beloved Soviet empire.

Its collapse in 1989 was an intensely emotional and painful humiliation for him

and Putin has replaced the emotional security that the KGB and the Soviet

empire gave him with the Russian Orthodox Church. In 2016 he unveiled a

statue to St Vladimir, a 10th-century founding saint of Russia. The Roman

emperor Julius Caesar made himself a demigod and had statues of himself

raised while still alive.
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Putin’s out-of-control behaviour, however, goes far beyond the impulses of his

core personality. One of us (Owen) has defined the diagnostic criteria for a gross

personality distortion caused by extreme power called the hubris syndrome. Its

features include narcissism, grandiosity, a conflation of personal interests with

those of the nation, impaired judgment, diminished risk awareness and

widespread contempt for others.

Putin’s contempt, even for his closest advisers, was on display at a meeting with

his security council in St Ekaterina’s Hall in the Kremlin on Monday. When his

foreign intelligence chief, Sergei Naryshkin, said that he “will support”

recognition of the separatist regions in Ukraine, Putin barked: “Will support or

do support. Tell me straight?” More like the headmaster harrying a group of

schoolboys.

Anyone around the world watching these scenes would conclude that Putin

brooks no discussion, let alone disagreement. He is now, by any rational use of

the word, a dictator.

Absolute power changes the human brain completely but it is the delusional

certainty in the rightness of one’s own views and the consequent blindness to

risk that makes it so dangerous in a world leader.
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The only way of constraining such efects on a leader’s brain is through the

constraints of democracy, which have been painfully invented over centuries to

stop brain-distorted leaders taking their people into conflict and chaos.

Putin has systematically destroyed all the checks and balances that used to exist

in Russia, even under his beloved communist rule. Collective decision-making

has been abandoned. The politburo that functioned as a collective following

Stalin’s death in 1953 has gone; the duma, as a check on Putin’s power, gone.

President Xi of China has more limitations on his personal power than Putin.

There is no properly independent judiciary and scarcely any free press. But it

has taken him time systematically to degrade these antidotes to his power

addiction.

One of us (Owen) encountered Putin during his state visit in 2003 to the UK at

the state banquet and after that at a meeting hosted by BP, which was increasing

its investment in Russia with Putin’s approval.
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At the time Owen was the chairman of Yukos International, a division of the

former Russian petroleum company Yukos. It was a time still of great hope for

the Russian Federation economically and politically and before Mikhail

Khodorkovsky, the chairman of Yukos, was arrested on Putin’s orders and

imprisoned for ten years.

Putin took his time and initially it seemed he was open to criticism and even

after two terms stepped back in favour of Dmitry Medvedev being president,

something that would be inconceivable now, such are the changes wreaked in

his brain by too much power.

What we see today is a further deterioration in Putin’s character and judgment

after his two years of extraordinary isolation caused by his fear of catching

Covid. This fear may be genuine if, for example, his immune response is

weakened. The changing contours of Putin’s face resemble that of a man on high

dosages of steroids, which can reduce immunity. Perhaps that is a better

explanation than the more frequent suggestions of failed plastic surgery or

Botox injections.

But power is as potent a brain-changer as any drug and Putin is in a dangerous

mental state because of this. His religiosity and sense of spiritual mission,

combined with his blunted risk perception and contempt for any adviser who

might contradict or warn him, means that he cannot be considered a fully

rational actor, as anyone watching his rambling and emotional speech on

Monday could see.

But Putin now has under his total control armed forces better equipped than

Russia has had since the declining years of Leonid Brezhnev’s rule. The Russian

armed forces have a new confidence with their new equipment.

The only antidote for contempt is strength and the democratic world must be

strong or it will be crushed.

But there is one consolation we can take from Greek mythology. The hubris-

inflamed Icarus flew too close to the sun and fell. And in Roman times, having

made himself a demigod, Julius Caesar came across Brutus. President Putin may

be full of anger and contempt — but he is also haunted by fear.
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Larisa Brown, Defence Editor

MIKHAIL KHODORKOVSKY INTERVIEW

The last time Mikhail Khodorkovsky, once Russia’s 
richest man, was face to face with Vladimir Putin was in 
2003. They discussed plans for his oil...
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UKRAINE CRISIS

Vladimir Putin warned the West not to come to Ukraine’s 
aid, saying that countries would “face consequences 
greater than any you have faced in...
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Roger Boyes, Diplomatic Editor

ROGER BOYES | ANALYSIS

The most uncanny thing about the awkward public 
session of the Russian security council that gave the 
green light to the invasion of Ukraine?...
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Absolute power always corrupts.  Putin is displaying all the signs of someone who is 
mentally unstable.
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I’m optimistic that Putin wouldn’t prevail . Look what happened to Gaddafi , 
Saddam Hussain and Bin Laden. Dictators don’t have a lasting place in our 21st 
century.
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Why excuse absolute evil.
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Putin has made a massive miscalculation whihc will destroy him. Even if they take Kiev 
and other cities the vast Ukranian hinterland will house a strong army armed to the 
teeth with the best weapons the West has to ofer. Attrition on his army will be 
appalling. Meanwhile sanctions will wreck the e...See moreSee more
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Please let this come to pass. The little man must be put into one of his own front-
line incinerators.
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True… but at some point he’ll run out of brainless foot soldiers  and if he starts to 
attack Finland when it joins NATO in a month or so,  even those long sufering 
Russians with low expectations who keep a low profile to avoid trouble will have to 
choose sanity or lunacy.
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Russia returns to the 19th century
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On the night the Berlin walk fell in 1989 KGB-Putin cowered in Stasi headquarters in 
Dresden, whilst the free citizens hunted the KGB oppressors. Putin was destroying 
documents about secret police murder and torture. 32 years later he cowers in the 
Kremlin driven by his old demons and inadequacy.
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I think he cowers in a bunker in the Urals, whilst the Ukranian President is walking 
free in the streets of Kyiv
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It'll be poetic justice if Putin ended up hiding in the Nord Stream 2 pipeline!
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It is noticeable that many despots and bullies are the runts of their various litters. 
Presumably they were looked down on (in Putin's case, from a great height) and they 
gradually go mad and seek revenge on the world. 
I'm afraid he must become a target before he does much more harm.
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I doubt he will be going head to head with either of the Klitchko brothers
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I'm beginning to wonder if the likes of Ml5 and the CIA are rubbing their hands 
together as a golden opportunity to topple Putin. The west does seem to have a 
great deal of intelligence coming out of Moscow?
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"Putin is a self-described t h ug who, according to one biographer, took pleasure in 
describing the street fights of his youth..." 
Disturbingly similar to Stalin's background, which explains much. It's little short of 
tragic that Russia has an unbroken record of being ruled by autocrats, geriatric g...See See 
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And perhaps Solzhenitsyn's The First Circle applies almost equally well to Putin as 
it did to Stalin.
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Remember the permanently drunk Boris Yeltsin?
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No need for psychobabble or pseudo - scientific psychoanalysis, he's just a nasty piece of 
work (auto -censor won't let me say what I think of him).
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He’s a monster and needs to be got rid of asap!
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Yes ,have encountered the same problem. After all it would be impolite to hurt the 
feelings of an evil, narcissitic murderous psychopath causing untold misery and 
destabilising global peace wouldn't it?
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Where is Brutus when we need him now!
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Brutus and co will be biding their time and making sure they succeed. This is 
inevitable.
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You mean the Donald?
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Clearly Putin is the problem, his disposal the solution.
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“When there’s a person, there’s a problem, no person, no problem “ ironically a 
Stalin quote.
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Cancel citizenship and visas and freeze all known assets of expat Russian oligarchs 
- they have the most to loose, someone might emerge to do exactly that. It will have 
to be an internal solution helped by some external pressure. West’s lack of response 
to Crimea a huge issue.
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Take him out someone
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As soon as he changed the rules to allow him infinite presidency beyond two terms, this 
was probably on the cards. 
The west has to question itself what its response was when that that happened.
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And what could it have been?
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